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Using a two-crystal-interferometer-based phase-contrast X-ray imaging system,

the portal vein, capillary vessel area and hepatic vein of live rats were revealed

sequentially by injecting physiological saline via the portal vein. Vessels greater

than 0.06 mm in diameter were clearly shown with low levels of X-rays

(552 mGy). This suggests that in vivo vessel imaging of small animals can be

performed as conventional angiography without the side effects of the presently

used iodine contrast agents.

Keywords: in vivo hepatic vessel imaging; two-crystal interferometer; phase-contrast
X-ray technique; physiological saline.

1. Introduction

Vessel imaging plays a vital role in the diagnosis of stenosis,

obstruction and collateral formation in coronary arteries and

cerebral arteries, vessel structures of various organs and

neovascularity in tumors. Conventional X-ray angiography

using the absorption-contrast phenomenon is widely used

to demonstrate vessel structures. Since the difference in the

X-ray absorption of the blood against surrounding tissues is

very small, the use of an iodine contrast agent composed of

triiodobenzoic acid derivatives is indispensable in vessel

imaging. However, an iodine contrast agent with various

demerits, such as high viscosity, high osmolarity and aller-

genicity, causes adverse reactions ranging from minor to

severe, sometimes resulting in death (Katayama et al., 1990).

In contrast, the phase-contrast X-ray technique that detects

minute changes of density has about 1000-fold greater sensi-

tivity than absorption for low-atomic-number elements such

as hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen (Momose &

Fukuda, 1995; Momose, 1995; Takeda et al., 1995). Several

phase-contrast X-ray imaging techniques (Fitzgerald, 2000;

Momose, 2005) such as the Bonse–Hart-type crystal X-ray

interferometer-based technique (Bonse & Hart, 1965), the

refraction-based technique using crystal diffraction (diffrac-

tion-enhanced imaging) (Davis et al., 1995; Ingal & Beliaevs-

kaya, 1995; Chapman et al., 1997; Arfelli et al., 2000; Pisano et

al., 2000), the propagation-based technique (Snigirev et al.,

1995; Wilkins et al., 1996; Yagi et al., 1999; Hwu et al., 1999) and

the grating (Talbot) interferometer technique (Momose et al.,

2003; Weitkamp et al., 2005; Pfeiffer et al., 2006) have been

developed. Among these methods an interferometer-based

method using a crystal X-ray interferometer is the most

sensitive method for detecting minute differences of density

(Fitzgerald, 2000; Yoneyama et al., 2008). Detailed inner

structures of soft tissue that could not be revealed by the

absorption-contrast X-ray technique were clearly depicted in

phase maps of rat cerebellum (Momose & Fukuda, 1995) and

human metastatic liver tumor (Takeda et al., 1995), and phase-

contrast X-ray CT images of rabbit cancer (Momose et al.,

1996), rat brain (Bonse & Busch, 1996; Beckmann et al., 1997)

and human cancer (Takeda et al., 2000) using a monolithic

X-ray interferometer.

In phase-contrast X-ray imaging, images of vessels can be

generated to detect the minute density difference against the

surrounding vessel wall, so the image contrast is obtained by

the use of only physiological saline. Our previous study

demonstrated that ex vivo phase-contrast X-ray imaging with

a monolithic interferometer enabled clear depiction of the

hepatic vessels using physiological saline as a contrast agent

(Takeda et al., 2002). In the monolithic X-ray interferometer-

based imaging system, the distance between the object and the

half-mirror was less than 2 cm owing to the limited geome-

trical structure of the monolithic X-ray interferometer

(Takeda & Itai, 2001; Takeda et al., 2009). As such, the heat
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effects from the live object disturbed the recording of phase-

contrast X-ray images because the object was set near the half-

mirror during the data acquisition, and the half-mirror of the

interferometer could not be stabilized at the ångström order

by heat.

A two-crystal X-ray interferometer-based imaging system

enables reduction of the heat effects of a living object by

extending the geometrical distance between the object and the

half-mirror to more than 15 cm. Here, using this phase-

contrast X-ray imaging system, in vivo hepatic vessel imaging

is reported for the first time using physiological saline as a

contrast agent.

2. Methods

2.1. Phase-contrast X-ray imaging system

The phase-contrast X-ray imaging system (Yoneyama et al.,

2004) consisted of a Si (220) asymmetric-cut crystal for

forming a two-dimensional beam, a two-crystal X-ray inter-

ferometer, a phase shifter, an object cell and an X-ray CCD

camera (Fig. 1). The two-crystal X-ray interferometer was

made using a commercially available 10 cm-diameter highly

perfect single-crystal silicon ingot. The pixel size of the X-ray

CCD camera was 0.018 mm � 0.018 mm with 2048 � 2048

pixels, and a dynamic range of 14 bits. The experiment was

performed at the Photon Factory synchrotron X-ray source in

Tsukuba, Japan. The X-ray energy was set at 17.7 keV and the

X-ray flux in front of the sample cell was 184 mGy s�1 at a

beam current of 430 mA with 2.5 GeV energy.

2.2. Phase map

The spatial distribution of the phase shift caused by a

sample was depicted using the Fourier technique because this

technique (Takeda et al., 1982) can acquire the image data

five-fold faster than the conventionally used interferometric

technique (Momose & Fukuda, 1995). A phase map of the

object was acquired by a 3 s exposure. Data transfer from the

CCD camera to a computer required 1.8 s, so the time interval

of each image became 4.8 s. The rat liver was imaged in a cell

filled with physiological saline to reduce the variation of the

object thickness. The thickness of the cell was 12 mm and the

total X-ray exposure was 552 mGy frame�1.

2.3. Selection of contrast agent

Since, in phase-contrast X-ray imaging, low-atomic-number

elements cause a sufficient phase shift, contrast agents not

containing heavy elements such as iodine were investigated.

Physiological saline had the highest contrast enhancement,

and enabled clear imaging of the vessels in the excised liver of

rats, so it was selected for use as the contrast agent of the

vessels (Takeda et al., 2002).

2.4. Animal preparation

Five Wistar rats were anesthetized using pentobarbital. A

25-gauge catheter was surgically inserted into the portal vein

and was ligated by silk thread. Then, a part of the hepatic

lobes is bent and protruded from the abdomen in order to take

a projection image of the liver. 2 ml of physiological saline was

injected using an injector at a rate of 0.1 ml s�1 (M-800C,

Nemoto-Kyorindo, Tokyo, Japan). The present experiment

was approved by the Medical Committee for the Use of

Animals in Research of the University of Tsukuba, and

conformed to the guidelines of the American Physiological

Society.

3. Results

Hepatic vessels of rat injected with physiological saline via the

portal vein clearly showed up as dark grey areas in the phase

map (Fig. 2), since physiological saline has a low refractive

index compared with normal vessel walls and liver tissue. The

phase map showed the portal vein, capillary vessel area and

hepatic vein sequentially. A hepatic vessel of about 0.06 mm in

diameter was clearly shown.

One rat showed obstruction of the distal portal branch, and

a perfusion defect was revealed in the region of the obstructed

vessel at the capillary phase (Fig. 3). In another rat, a catheter

was inserted into a deep portion of the portal vein, and

selective angiography of the portal vein, named super-selec-

tive catheterization, was carried out. The super-selected portal

branch was revealed on the right-hand side of the hepatic lobe;

however, the left-hand side of the hepatic lobe was not shown

at all owing to the lack of injection of physiological saline

(Fig. 4).

In addition, the time density curve of the hepatic vessel

shown in Fig. 2 indicated that the peak times for the portal

vein, capillary vessel area and hepatic vein were about 4.8 s,

19.2 s and 28.8 s, respectively, and enabled an estimation of the

flow speed (Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

In vivo hepatic vessels of rats could be clearly visualized by the

two-crystal phase-contrast X-ray imaging system using

physiological saline as a contrast agent. Owing to the lower

specific gravity of physiological saline, the high difference in
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Figure 1
Schematic diagram of the two-crystal-interferometer-based phase-
contrast X-ray imaging system.



refractive index between physiological saline and the

surrounding soft tissues caused a high contrast in saline-

infused vessels. Flow dynamics from the portal vein phase,

capillary phase and venous phase were shown sequentially. A

hepatic vessel of about 0.06 mm in diameter was shown well.

Obstruction of the distal portal branch and a related perfusion

defect were also visualized. In addition,

the super-selective angiographic proce-

dure also allowed selected vessel

imaging as with typical angiography

using a conventional iodine contrast

agent. Furthermore, quantitative

analysis enabled measurement of the

density changes of the portal vein,

capillary vessel area and hepatic vein.

Thus, the phase-contrast X-ray imaging

technique allows visualization of the

in vivo vessel as with conventional

angiography, but using only physiolo-

gical saline.

To resolve the small difference in the

X-ray absorption of the blood against

that of the vessel wall and surrounding

tissue, the vessel structure must be

imaged by filling the vessel with a

contrast agent containing a heavy

element such as iodine. However, in

such angiographic techniques, unplea-

sant side effects occur when using

iodine contrast agent, such as those

owing to high osmolarity, high viscosity

and iodine allergenicity (Katayama

et al., 1990). Physiological saline

composed of sodium chloride without

iodine has excellent merits for vessel

imaging because the osmolarity and

viscosity are reduced by one-half to

one-third and one-thirteenth to one-

quarter, respectively, compared with

iodine contrast agent.

In this phase-contrast technique a

vessel of about 0.06 mm in diameter

was visualized using an X-ray dose

of 552 mGy frame�1. However, in an

absorption-contrast method using the

iodine contrast agent, the X-ray dose is

estimated to be approximately 41-fold

greater for depiction of the same vessel

diameter. A small amount of radiation

exposure to the object will reduce the

risk of harm and has excellent benefits

for examination.

Thus, the in vivo phase-contrast

X-ray imaging technique enables the

imaging of vessels without the use of

iodine contrast agent and with low

X-ray dose, and might be applied to

assess various vascular diseases,

neovascularity of tumors and angio-

genesis in the near future.
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Figure 3
Obstruction of a distal portal branch (black arrow) and a perfusion defect were revealed in the
region of an obstructed vessel at the capillary phase. Scale bar = 1 mm.

Figure 4
Super-selective angiography of the portal vein with a catheter inserted into a deep portion of the
portal vein. The selected portal branch was revealed in the right-hand side of the hepatic lobe,
whereas a non-selected hepatic vessel of the left-hand side of the hepatic lobe was not demonstrated
in frames 2, 3 and 6. Scale bar = 1 mm. R and L mean right and left side, respectively.

Figure 2
Hepatic vessels injected with physiological saline via the portal vein are clearly shown as dark grey
areas in the phase map. The phase map dynamically demonstrated the portal vein, capillary vessel
area and hepatic vein sequentially. Frame 1: pre-injection; frames 2 to 4: portal phase; frame 5:
capillary phase; frames 6 to 12: hepatic vein phase. Scale bar = 1 mm.



4.1. Present limitations

In this experiment the time interval for each image must be

set to 4.8 s owing to the low sensitivity of the lens-coupled

X-ray CCD camera and the long transfer time of the analog-

to-digital converter (ADC). Therefore, the data acquisition

speed is insufficient for imaging of the vessel and analysis of

the detailed flow dynamics. In addition, the visualized vessel

diameter was limited to about 0.06 mm. If a fibre-coupled-type

X-ray CCD camera and high-speed ADC could be used, the

light in front of the CCD camera could be increased by about

five-fold, and the data transfer time could be shortened to less

than 0.2 s; then one image would be obtained in less than 1 s,

and clear in vivo images with less blurring would be acquired.

Furthermore, an increment of the X-ray flux could enable a

shortening of the image acquisition time and the blood flow

might be revealed at a rate sufficient for video-imaging.

The present system with small interferometer size has been

limited to use in clinical applications, and is applicable for

small-animal experiments. However, further developments to

widen the view size of the interferometer system may allow

clinical applications in the future.

5. Conclusion

Using a two-crystal phase-contrast X-ray imaging system,

in vivo hepatic vessel imaging under a small X-ray dose was

successful using physiological saline without contrast agents

containing heavy elements such as iodine.
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Figure 5
The time density curve of hepatic blood flow. The transit of physiological saline is clearly shown from the portal vein to the hepatic vein. The peak times
of the portal vein, capillary area and hepatic vein were about 4.8 s, 19.2 s and 28.8 s, respectively. The overlapped image of the portal phase and venous
phase helps to demonstrate the anatomical position of the portal vein and hepatic vein exactly. PI value means the difference in refractive index between
vessel and surrounding liver + refractive index of physiological saline normalized as 1.00 in the background.
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